
Flute Orchestra “Arcadia Concert”  

of the Liceo Musicale “A. cairoli” of Pavia 

 
Born 9 years ago with the start of musical high schools in Italy, the Orchestra di flauti “Arcadia Concert” in 

Pavia has important and significant musical experiences. 

Composed of 15 flutes supported by double bass and piano, the original ensemble has performed several 

times in Pavia at the local University, the Teatro fraschini, some ancient historical colleges, the Hall of the 

announced, the Prefecture and Churches as well as other prestigious places such as the Sala Verdi of the 

Conservatory of Milan, Palazzo cusani (seat of the Military Command of Lombardy and the institutional 

seat of NATO) of Milan, the Belgiano Castle (project in favor of Nepal with the patronage of Rotary 

Club), Palazzo Te (historical residence of the Gonzaga) and the Musical Conservatory of Mantua, Villa 

durazzo Bombrini in Genoa,  Terme di riolo (Ravenna). 

 

The composer and doctor Livio Claudio bressan has written some of his musical works for the group. These 

include Darwin’s Animals and the FEMTEC Hymn  (World Federation of Thermal Bathing). 

 

In addition to the concerts, the group has also participated over the years in various National Musical 

Competitions, with the approval of the jury and critics everywhere: 

2011 - National omegna competition (First Prize with 100/100). 

2014 - 3° Musical Competition”City of scandicci” (First Prize absolute with 100/100 and Scholarship with 

motivation: “Arcadia Concert, orchestra of executive art and beauty”). 

M° Remo vinciguerra, President of the Selection Board. 

2017 - IV Concorso Musicale Nazionale “Sette Note Romane”  di Roma, categoria “Musica da Camera”  

(First prize with 100/100 and scholarship). In view of its success, the group was invited to Rome again to 

perform the following month. 

2018 - 5° Musical Performance Contest“Città di Firenze” (First Prize with 100/100 and scholarship). 

 

The group also has several television appearances broadcast by the channels: Lombardia TV, Lodi e Crema 

TV, Liguria TV, Veneto TV, Piemonte TV, Lazio and Emilia Romagna TV.  

 

His repertoire ranges from baroque music to the twentieth century also using singers and instrumentalists 

soloists. 

The Orchestra di flauti “Arcadia Concert” of Pavia is directed by Prof. Claudio Ghiazzi, teacher of Flute 

traverso of the Liceo Musicale “A. Cairoli” and founder of the group. 

 

 

 

 


